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A rotary vector thrust nozzle that allows VTOL (Vertical Takeoff and Lift) aircrafts to maneuver in 1080 degrees of space.
Comprised of z-axis mechanically pivoting fins that direct air-fluid along both the x and y axes. Air-fluid is directed along
the third z-axis and in combination with the x and y axes due to said pivoting fins being incorporated into an electric
powered rotatable cylinder. Combination allows for a compact, quick and mechanically simple vector thrust nozzle able
to allow winged aircrafts and VTOL aircrafts, to move forward, slow down, and perform maneuvers such as rolling,
yawing, and pitching. For vertical takeoff VTOL aircrafts, stopping, lateral movement, and fixed position aircraft angling
maneuvers are possible. Allows for VTOL stability in and under dynamic load conditions and precise takeoffs and
landings in confined spaces. Failsafe manual, or computer, controlled. Attaches to air duct, fluid pipe, fixed blade fan or
variable blade pitch fan. Reverse thrusting feature allows immediate air braking from rear facing nozzles. Variable thrust
feature entails use of a variable diameter neck area. Multidirectional air-fluid is useful in boats and building air systems
also.
A variable blade pitch fan that allows air-fluid thrust force to be modified via its pivoting blades while still maintaining a
fixed engine rotational speed. Pivoting fan blades’ edges connected within an equally rotating speed cylindrical nacelle.
Rotating nacelle located within a fixed, supporting nacelle. Dual end support design allows for thinner blades and higher
thrust capacity without blade flex and eliminates edge turbulence thus reducing fan noise. Weighted rotating nacelle
also has rotational inertia which assists in smoothing out changes in thrust, the thrust being created by blade angle
change. Perforated nacelles backed by sound absorbent material acts as a resonator, absorber, and muffler, to sound.
Multiple fans can be stacked for more thrust and higher thrust density. Variable blade pitch fans are a necessity for VTOL
aircrafts due to required unregulated high engine rotational speed due to smaller total fan area which as a consequence,
must move more air volume per unit time. Connects directly to a shaft, or to or around engine/motor.
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TITLE
Rotary Vector Thrust Nozzle and Variable Blade Pitch Fan for Aircrafts and Flying Cars
CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS
1. Vertical Takeoff Aircraft and Flying Car with Split Power Engine - provisional patent
2. Impulse Reaction Torquer Inertia Split Power Engine – provisional patent

FEDERAL SPONSORED R&D STATEMENT
Not Applicable
NAMES OF PARTIES TO A JOINT REASEARCH AGREEMENT
Not Applicable
REFERENCE TO A “MICROFICHE APPENDIX”
Not Applicable
STATEMENT REGARDING PRIOR DISCLOSURES BY INVENTOR
Not Applicable
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION – Field of Invention
The present invention of the Rotary Vector Thrust Nozzle overwhelmingly relates to the aerospace industry,
specifically wingless aircraft maneuvering.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION - Prior Art – Rotary Vector Thrust Nozzle
Aircrafts have been around for over 100 years. Since then the means of maneuvering through the air have
remained essentially the same. This involves rudders, tail fins and wing flaps to accomplish the roll, yaw,
pitch and slowing down of the aircraft. Today although not in widespread use, thrust vectoring is in
constant testing to one day possibly replace the rudders, tail fins and wing flaps of aircrafts. The reason for
this replacement involves both safety and performance. In terms of safety, every part of an aircraft that
protrudes from its body is subject to potential damage from projectiles and other interferences. For
performance because aircraft (wind) speed dictates the intensity of any maneuver. Thrust vectoring
involves nozzles which are capable of redirecting air flow from the engines in 2 dimensional or 3 dimensional
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directions to replace, assist, and/or enhance current means of maneuvering.
Vector thrust control of propulsive jet engine exhaust is desirable for a variety of applications including
emergency safety steering control, reducing g-force loads on aircraft control surfaces, enabling tighter gforce turns, optimizing engine thrust, increasing fuel economy, turn response time and for application in
engines used in aircrafts designed to hover or execute vertical takeoff and landing or very short takeoff and
landing, VTOL and SVTOL respectively.
The benefits of thrust vectoring over conventional means of maneuvering is that sharper turns can be made
at both low and high aircraft speeds. 2 dimensional thrust vectoring involves two simple flaps connected to
hydraulic or mechanically controlled rods or means in which case either a rudder is required if the vector
flaps replace the tail fins or tail fins are required in which case the rudder is supplemented. However using
just one of the two 2 dimensional solutions is not the ultimate solution for full maneuverability. Current 3
dimensional thrust vectoring involves multiple flap sections placed in a cone shaped configuration in which
each flap section overlaps another section with all overlapping sections being individually controlled by a
hydraulic or mechanical, jack. What makes this development so complicated is the number of parts
requiring individual electronic instructions. Unlike the conventional rudder and tail fin, and even 2
dimensional vector thrusting, 3D thrust vectoring is essentially 100% dependent on an operational
computer. Also each hydraulic jack or mechanical device which can number 12 or more per nozzle must be
in operation to remove the possibility of a section or sections being jammed against one another. This 100%
reliance on both technology and nozzle design function is why although having been conceived and tested
for decades, 3D vector thrusting in its current multi-section flap form is still a riskier undertaking as opposed
to the benefits it provides over rudders and tail fins.
Referencing prior art;
U.S. patent 6,622,472 is a vectoring apparatus that operates by redirecting air separately on both the
horizontal and vertical axis by way of external control arms.
U.S. patent 6,832,559 involves a rotating rod controlling a plurality of air vanes on a common axis.
U.S. patent 6,195,981 involves angled flaps pivoting upon a ring moved by actuators.
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It is therefore the object of this present invention to convey the beneficial aspects and improvement over
the current means of aircraft maneuverability in the areas of cost efficiency, maneuverability, safety, and a
variety of other applications.
BACKGROUND - Objects & Advantages – Rotary Vector Thrust Nozzle
The objects and advantages afforded to aircrafts by the Rotary Vector Thrust Nozzle over current
developments in vector thrusting are readily seen and shall be related. The manufacturing of the rotary
vector thrust nozzle involves fewer parts than the current cylindrical multi-sectional air vane design. Fewer
parts allows a greater reduction in failure potential. The rotary vector thrust nozzle through its use of fewer
parts and wider manufacturing tolerances allows a lower cost device to be realized. This lower cost is ideal
for multiple nozzles to be placed on VTOLs that allow for increased stability and maneuverability in both
slower and faster flight, and in hover mode. Because the VTOL is essentially a high altitude hovercraft, its
lack of lateral stability during turns, winds, and its unstable balance due to shifting centers of gravity renders
VTOLS such as small duct fan flying cars less controllable and more dangerous. Absolute control is essential
at high speeds and in narrow confines between objects. The Rotary Vector Thrust Nozzle allows a greater
degree of aircraft maneuverability than current methods. Prior Art (Drawing pg. 7) allows for a maximum
thrust angle of about 20 degrees from the center axis. The Rotary Vector Thrust Nozzle allows for up to 50
degrees or more air thrust direction from the center axis. This high angle feature allows an aircraft to roll,
yaw and pitch at low and even zero speeds and within a smaller turn radius. Unlike conventional thrust
vectoring systems, the Rotary Vector Thrust Nozzle is capable of being manually operated or computer
controlled. The manual feature being a backup feature if computer failure is realized. Several embodiments
of this invention are presented. One notable feature is that this device can be fitted with a reverse thrusting
feature that allows immediate air braking or a variable thrust feature that varies the exit neck area. Energy
power sources can reside in the aircraft or within the device itself.
(FIG. 5) A wingless VTOL with 4 rotary nozzles located around its perimeter, two on each side sufficiently
spaced will be able to provide every function that is dimensionally possible even while hovering in midair.
The x axis is the axis that extends from side to side of the aircraft. The y axis is the axis that traverses the
aircraft from front to back. The z axis is the vertical axis extending from top to bottom of the aircraft.
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1. Roll. Rolling involves the aircraft pivoting about the y axis. In traditional aircrafts, ailerons on each wing
pivoted in opposite vertical like directions creates the roll. In an aircraft with Rotary Vector Thrust Nozzles,
one set of side nozzles direct air down, and the other set directs air upwards to create the roll.
2. Yaw. Yawing involves the aircraft pivoting about the z axis. In traditional aircrafts the rudder at the rear
of the aircraft creates the yaw. In an aircraft with Rotary Vector Thrust Nozzles one nozzle at the rear right
and one nozzle at the front left creates a right pivoting yaw.
3. Pitch. Pitching involves the aircraft pivoting about the x axis. In traditional aircrafts, elevators on the rear
wings of the aircraft creates the pitch. In an aircraft with Rotary Vector Thrust Nozzles, two rear nozzles
directing air up and two front nozzles directing air down create a nose up pivot.
4. Forward Motion. In traditional winged aircrafts, forward motion is accomplished via fixed rearward
thrusting engines or propellers. In an aircraft with Rotary Vector Trust Nozzles, the ideal method for
forward motion is one or preferably at least two fixed rear facing Rotary Vector Thrust Nozzles. Because
these nozzles direct thrust in 720 degrees, they alone, with forward thrust can provide limited roll, yaw and
pitch capabilities to the aircraft.
5. Reverse Motion. Traditional aircrafts cannot back up in the sky yet alone stop. Helicopters can. VTOL
aircrafts equipped with Rotary Vector Thrust Nozzles can if at least one or preferably two or more nozzles
redirect air toward the front of the craft, whether straight forward or at forward angle. The real benefits of
having dedicated vertical thrusting fans are realized in a reverse motion maneuver.
6. Braking. Traditional aircrafts use flaps on the wings to slow down the aircraft. However there is a
minimum speed that the aircraft must not go below in order to prevent stall. VTOL aircrafts equipped with
Rotary Vector Thrust Nozzles can slow down to any speed by directing air straight forward or at a forward
angle. Additionally the reverse thrust attachment to the nozzle can facilitate braking.
7. Traverse motion. Traditional aircrafts cannot perform a traverse, or side to side motion. VTOL aircrafts
equipped with Rotary Vector Thrust Nozzles can move side to side. To traverse left, the right side nozzles
direct air to the right.
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8. Combination maneuvers. The combined use of the front and rear side Rotary Vector Thrust Nozzles as
well as the rear nozzles on a VTOL allow the aircraft to be positioned in any angle of attack degree and
movement. The steepness of the angle is determined by the air thrust intensity moving through the nozzle.
In conclusion, the objects and advantages over traditional aircraft maneuvering systems, as well as current
developments in VTOL control provided by Rotary Vector Thrust Nozzles is apparent. Such application is
advantageous in both large and small, traditional aircrafts, as well as VTOLs, and even single person flying
apparatuses. This invention can also be applied to marine and space applications.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION – Rotary Vector Thrust Nozzle
This invention is the Rotary Vector Thrust Nozzle. Its function is to provide aircrafts with a wide degree of
thrust vectoring capabilities. This nozzle is not only useful for exhaust thrust angle manipulation but is also
useful for aircraft axis stability, precision maneuvering, and reducing aircraft speed, thus acting as air brakes.
Multiple axis stability is a required element in VTOL aircrafts because of their hovercraft like movement
effects. These effects make the aircraft glide sideways on a cushion of air thereby creating extra control
difficulties. In its preferred embodiment the rotary vector thrust nozzle is a circular device with the
incorporation of hinged exhaust directional fins located in the air-exhaust exit port. These fins being pivoted
via gears and motors. The gears are preferably a combination of helical gears and worm gears. The benefit
of worm gears is that no anti-torque motor forces are required to maintain an fin angular position against
thrust. The circular shape allows it to rotate within a shell which is rigidly attached to the aircraft, and linked
to the exhaust port. This rotation is provided by a motor which lies below the air exhaust port within the
rotating shell itself. The shell holds in place 4 communicators which are pressured against 4 conductor strips
that surround the perimeter of the inner rotating nozzle. Two of the conductor strips supply electricity to
the fin pivoting motors and the other two supply electricity to the nozzle's rotating motor. The amount of
electrical energy supplied and the time length it’s supplied determines the rotational speed, rotational force
and angular position of the nozzle for one set of conductor strips. The reversal of these parameters is
accomplished through a reversal of the electricity flow to the conductors. The amount of electricity and
time length of the electricity supplied to the conductor strips that serve the fin motor dictates its angular
position and required pivoting force. This required pivoting force is dependent mainly upon the force of the
exhaust thrust. The rotary vector thrust nozzle allows for an increase in exhaust thrust without enlarging
the device by using multiple motors in addition to gear ratio methods to increase fin anti-torque forces via
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moment arm length. The angular position of the rotor and fins is measured by incorporated sensors within
the body. These sensors can feed information to the aircraft’s computer via light beam, radio frequency
waves, or circuit positioning contact.
Another version of the rotary vector thrust nozzle is one of zero friction and mechanical interference. In this
embodiment, the communication from the aircraft's controls to the nozzle is done via laser beam. One laser
communicates to the nozzle and sits on the outside of it and the other laser sits within the nozzle and
communicates back. Second, the rotary nozzle can be powered internally by a power source. The third
frictionless feature is that instead of bearings between the rotating inner shell and the fixed outer shell,
there exists magnetic bearings.
FIG. 3a-3c. An attachment that can be added to the rotary nozzle is a reverse thrust redirector. This allows
an aircraft to use its rearward thrust for braking purposes and even moving backwards since the exiting air
can be completely shut off because of the pyramid collapsing design of the reverse thrust air flaps. The use
of an active air braking system over ailerons is a great advantage for aircrafts, especially VTOLs since they
can slow down to zero velocity. Placing this device around the perimeter of an aircraft especially VTOLs
allows for a greater level of maneuverability and safety. These devices can help stabilize an aircraft in
inevitable unfavorable weather conditions and momentary loading changes.
The rotary nozzle is a fully self-contained device. Because of its simplicity of operation the nozzle can be
operated by a solenoid hand switch in case of computer failure. The installation of the rotary nozzle involves
minimum modification to an existing exhaust. The size of nozzle is dictated by the required exhaust throat
diameter and maximum exhaust pressure. This diameter can be modified with an attachment in FIG. 3b &
3d.
DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES – Rotary Vector Thrust Nozzle
The drawings of this invention will provide clarity to the written word of this application.
FIG. 1: Section view of rotary nozzle connected to variable blade pitch fan
FIG. 2a: Front view cross section of rotary nozzle
FIG. 2b: Side view cross section of rotary nozzle
FIG. 2c: Top view of rotary nozzle
FIG. 2d: Alternate - Top view electric supply configuration
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FIG. 2e: Plan section of rotary nozzle
FIG. 3a: Rotary nozzle cross section with reverse thrust and exit thrust neck normal
FIG. 3b: Rotary nozzle cross section with reverse thrust and exit thrust neck operational
FIG. 3c: Alternate - Reverse thrust cross section
FIG. 3d: Front view of exit thrust neck
FIG. 4a: Side view cross section of nozzle with power storage
FIG. 4b: Top view of rotary nozzle with laser communication
FIG. 4c: Alternate - Top view of rotary nozzle with exterior gear and motor
FIG. 5: Rotary nozzle on an air car in positions
FIG. 6a: Circuit diagram of rotary nozzle
FIG. 6b: Circuit diagram of rotary nozzle with power storage and laser communication
FIG. 7a: Max angle diagram for rotary vector thrust nozzle
FIG. 7b: 3d view of rotary nozzle
DESCRIPTION OF FIGURE REFERENCE NUMERALS – Rotary Vector Thrust Nozzle
1. thrust nozzle
2. fixed outer shell
3. rotating inner shell
4. thrust exit pipe
5. air nozzle entry
6. air nozzle exit
7. bearings
8. outer shell gear teeth
9. exhaust exit pipe connection
10. pivoting air flaps
11. pivoting air flap axis pole
12. air flap axis pole pivot gear
13a. gear transfer bar
13b. gear transfer bar bearings
14. primary pivot gear
15. gear transfer shaft
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16. supports
17. air flap pivot motor
18. emergency air flap release
19. additional motor area
20. rotational shell gear
21. shell rotational motor
22a. air flap angle sensor
23b. shell radian position sensor
22c. switching device
23. conductor coil
24a. rotary motor positive conductor strip
24b. rotary motor negative conductor strip
25a. air flap motor positive strip
25b. air flap motor negative strip
26a. rotation positive lead
26b. rotation negative lead
27a. air flap motor positive lead
27b. air flap motor negative lead
28a. brush support bar
28b. brush spring support
28c. brush pressure spring
28d. contact brushes
29. reverse thruster
29a-1. reverse thrust vertical air flap
29a-2. reverse thrust horizontal vertical air flap
29b. reverse thrust flap hinge
29c-1. reverse thrust air flap jack
29c-2. reverse thrust variable air flap jack
29d. reverse thrust jack compartment
29e. jack arm insert groove
29f. reverse thrust variable air flap jack support
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30. rear thrust adjustable throat
30a. adjustable throat flap
30b. adjustable throat flap hinge
30c. adjustable throat jack
30d. adjustable throat jack compartment
30e. jack arm insert groove
31. power source
32. magnetic bearings
33a. fixed communication laser
33b. rotor laser receiver
33c. rotor laser guideway receiver
34a. rotor laser
34b. fixed laser receiver
34c. rotor laser guideway emitter
35a. outer rotor motor
35b. outer rotor motor gear
35c. outer shell gears
DETAILED DESCRIPTION - Preferred Embodiment - Rotary Vector Thrust Nozzle
The thrust nozzle (1) in its preferred embodiment is comprised of a rotating inner shell (3) rotatable within a
fixed outer shell (2). The fixed outer shell (2) being attached to the aircraft's body or thrust exit pipe (4).
Between surface areas of the rotating inner shell (3) and the fixed outer shell (2) resides bearings (7) located
to resist all movements except rotational movement. Within the rotating inner shell (3) is an air nozzle entry
(5) leading to an air nozzle exit (6). The air nozzle entry (5) starts at the aircraft's thrust exit pipe (4).
Towards the air nozzle exit (6) across the opening resides several parallel pivoting air flaps (10). The air
nozzle exit (6) being angled on each side so that it forms the maximum pivoting angle of the pivoting air
flaps (10). Its angle starting at end pivoting air flap axis poles (11) and located on each end of the pivoting
air flaps (10) array. Attached to the long axis of each pivoting air flap (10) is a pivoting air flap axis pole (11).
At one or both ends of the pivoting air flap axis pole (11) resides an air flap axis pole pivot gear (12). The
portion of the gears on the pivoting air flap axis pole (11) being sealed off from air entry. The plurality of air
flap axis pole pivot gears (12) butt up against a single gear transfer bar (13a). The gear transfer bar (13a)
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being able to move from left to right and held in place by the gear transfer bar bearings (13b). The gear
transfer bar (13a) having an opposite side with gear teeth abutting against the primary pivot gear (14). The
primary pivot gear (14) being connected to a gear transfer shaft (15) which is held in place by supports (16)
connected to the inner wall of the rotating inner shell (3). The latter end of the gear transfer shaft (15)
having gear teeth abutting against the gear teeth of the shaft of the air flap pivot motor (17) which has a
worm gear design. The air flap pivot motor (17) being rigidly connected to the inner wall of the rotating
inner shell (3).
The space within the rotating inner shell (3) on the other end of the pivoting air flaps (10) holds the shell
rotational motor (21). On the shaft of the shell rotational motor (21) resides the rotational shell gear (20). A
portion of the radius of the rotational shell gear (20) protrudes through an opening abutting against the
outer shell gear teeth (8) which lie within inner circumference of the fixed outer shell (2).
Within the body of the rotating inner shell (3) resides an air flap angle sensor (22a), a shell radian position
sensor (23b) and the switching device (23c). The sensors communicate angular information to the main
computer by way of radio frequency or positioned circuits around the circumference of the rotating inner
shell (3). Control of the rotating inner shell (3) is accomplished by powering conductor strips that encircle
the shell. There are two strips, the rotary motor positive conductor strip (24a) and the rotary motor
negative conductor strip (24b). The circuit is completed by way of the fixed contact brushes (28d) which
reside on the brush support bar (28a) maintaining contact with the rotary motor positive conductor strip
(24a) and the rotary motor negative conductor strip (24b) by pressure from the brush pressure spring (28c).
The contact brushes (28d) link to the cockpit by way of the rotation positive lead (26a) and the rotation
negative lead (26b).
Likewise, control of the pivoting air flaps (10) is accomplished by powering a set of conductor strips that
encircle the rotating inner shell (3). There are two strips, the air flap motor positive conductor strip (25a)
and the air flap motor negative conductor strip (25b). The circuit is completed by way of the fixed contact
brushes (28d) which reside on the brush support bar (28a) maintaining contact with the air flap motor
positive conductor strip (25a) and the air flap motor negative conductor strip (25b) by pressure from the
brush pressure spring (28c). The contact brushes (28d) link to the cockpit by way of the air flap positive lead
(27a) and the air flap negative lead (27b).
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(FIG. 3) An additional feature that can be added to the rotary vector thrust nozzle (1) is the reverse thruster
(29). Between the thrust exit pipe (4) of the aircraft and the fixed outer shell (2) resides a plurality of reverse
thrust air flaps (29a) that encircle the air nozzle entry (5) with each flap having a straight reverse thrust flap
hinge (29b) edge that matches in width the air nozzle entry (5). A square entry will number 4 hinges yet any
other polygon can be used resulting in its number of sides equaling its number of hinges. All polygons when
closed, form a pyramid type formation which seals itself. The reverse thrust air flaps (29) possess an
approximate L shape curved design when viewed in vertical section. The reverse thrust vertical air flap (29a1) is rigidly connected to the reverse thrust horizontal flap (29a-2). The flaps are connected to the outer
shell (2) via the reverse thrust flap hinge (29b). Movement of each reverse thrust air flap (29) is
accomplished by the reverse thrust air flap jack (29c-1). This reverse thrust air flap jack (29c-1) resides
within the jack compartment (29d) which is located at the rear of the fixed outer shell (2) above and after
the reverse thrust flap hinge (29b). The reverse thrust variable air flap jack (29c-2) connects to the reverse
thrust horizontal flap (29a-2) by a hinged sliding connection within the jack arm insert groove (29e).
An alternate embodiment of the reverse thruster (29) is separate pivoting vertical and horizontal flaps. The
reverse thrust vertical air flap (29a-1) and the reverse thrust horizontal flap (29a-2) resides on the same
reverse thrust flap hinge (29b) yet can pivot separately. The reverse thrust horizontal flap (29a-2) is pivoted
by the an inclined reverse thrust variable air flap jack (29c-2) which is located on the reverse thrust variable
air flap jack support (29f) which is rigidly connected to the fixed outer shell (2) at both ends of the reverse
thrust flap hinge (29b) and forms a delta shape around the reverse thrust horizontal flap (29a-2). The
reverse thrust variable air flap jack (29c-2) connects to the reverse thrust horizontal flap (29a-2) by a hinged
sliding connection within the jack arm insert groove (29e).
The thrust nozzle (1) also has at its rear a rear thrust adjustable throat (30). The adjustable throat flap (30a)
is connected to the rear of thrust nozzle (1) by the adjustable throat flap hinge (30b). An adjustable throat
flap (30a) resides above and below the air nozzle exit (6). They are pivoted by the adjustable throat jack
(30c) which each reside in an adjustable throat jack compartment (30d) and connects to the adjustable
throat flap (30a) by a hinged sliding connection within the jack arm insert groove (30e).
(FIG. 4 & 6b) An alternate embodiment of the thrust nozzle (1) is a frictionless method of operation. The
first method involved uses magnetic bearings (32). The second involves using lasers. The fixed outer shell (2)
holds the fixed communication laser (33a) and the fixed laser receiver (34b). The fixed communication laser
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(33a) communicates with the rotor laser receiver (33b) via the rotor laser guideway receiver (33c). The rotor
laser (34a) which is located in the rotating inner shell (3) communicates with the fixed laser receiver (34b)
via the rotor laser guideway emitter (34c). All devices of the rotor are powered by a power source (31).
In an additional embodiment of this invention the rotating inner shell (3) can be rotated by its outer shell
gears (35c) surrounding its circumference. It is turned via the abutting outer rotor motor gear (35b) rotated
by the outer rotor motor (35a).
DETAILED DESCRIPTION of OPERATION – Preferred Embodiment – Rotary Vector Thruster
This operation refers to VTOL flight. A pilot initiates forward flight producing air flow through the air exit
pipe (4), going through the air nozzle entry (5) and out of the air nozzle exit (6) thus creating a rearward
thrust. The rotary vector thrust nozzle’s (1) pivoting air flaps (10) are in a parallel position to the direction of
air flow thus creating a straight forward flight. After minutes of flight the pilot decides to bank left. The
joystick directs the left vertical lift fans to decrease pitch thus lowering the left side of the aircraft. The two
nozzles on the right of the aircraft pivot the air downward and the two nozzles on the left pivot the air
upwards thereby lifting the right side of the aircraft thus increasing turning performance and response. The
rotary vector thrust nozzle's (1) pivoting air flaps (10) are directed to pivot to the left and rotates to a degree
sufficient to where the thrust is directed to push the rear of the air craft horizontally to the right. This
creates a turning G-force on the bottom of the aircraft. Once the desired turning angle is reached the pitch
of the vertical lift fan blades are equalized on both sides and the rotary vector thrust nozzle's (1) pivoting air
flaps (10) are brought back in a parallel position in relation to the direction of air flow out of the air exit pipe
(4) for resuming forward flight.
(FIG. 3) The pilot wishes to stop the VTOL immediately so the controls are executed to direct the perimeter
rotary vector thrust nozzles (1) to thrust forward. The reverse thruster (29) is activated and the reverse air
flaps (29a) are pivoted by the reverse thrust air flap jack (29c-1) thus reducing the exiting air flow and
redirecting it to the front of the craft. The result being drastically reduced speed of the aircraft.
(FIG. 3) If a greater velocity of flight is needed then the rear thrust adjustable throat (30) is used. The
adjustable throat flap (30a) is pivoted so as to reduce the area of the opening thus increasing the pressure
per square area and thus making the aircraft accelerate more in sight of engine power.
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CONCLUSION, RAMIFICATIONS and SCOPE – Rotary Vector Thrust Nozzle
In conclusion the benefits of the rotary vector thrust nozzle to produce aircraft directional control over the
currently used ailerons, tail flaps and vertical fins are many. In addition to a reduction in aircraft weight, the
elimination of these protruding elements reduces hazardous conditions and mechanical link failure. Aircraft
response performance is also increased because of the wider angle of thrust and the ability to incorporate
the rotary nozzles around the perimeter of the craft which enhances maneuvering. In regards to the lack of
commercialization of existing multi-flap thrust vectoring air nozzles, the rotary nozzle is able to be
constructed with fewer moving parts and has a protected body reducing the possibility of failure
mechanically, and by projectiles. The rotary nozzle also has a wider angle of attack allowing greater
performance over the multi-flap nozzle. The inclusion of the reverse vector thrusting feature and the ability
to place the rotary nozzles around the perimeter of an aircraft makes this device ideal not only for
traditional winged aircrafts but also the VTOL flying car and other devices such as the VTOL back mounted
one person flyer. The use of multiple rotary nozzles to stabilize an aircraft makes it ideal for inevitable
rough weather situations. The ability of the rotary nozzle to be operated in a most basic form by manually
connecting and disconnecting its motor's circuits allows an aircraft to avoid disaster in regards to directional
control in case the in-flight computers malfunction. The nozzle can also be used in powered emergency
parachute landing flights for landing in more ideal areas.
ADDITIONAL EMBODIMENTS AND RAMIFICATIONS – Rotary Vector Thrust Nozzle
In addition to the Preferred Embodiment there are other embodiments and ramifications to which this
invention can be applied with no limitation to the following.
1. DESCRIPTION - Additional Embodiments – Rotary Vector Thrust Nozzle
Several forms of the construction and operation of this invention are interchangeable.
1. laser communicated thrust nozzle which is powered externally.
2. internally powered nozzle with a power source and external motor for rotation.
3. combination of laser and brush communication means.
4. magnetically rotated nozzle with external power.
5. magnetically rotated nozzle with internal power.
1. DESCRIPTION - Additional Ramifications – Rotary Vector Thrust Nozzle
Additional forms to which this invention can operate is as an aquatic thruster.
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1. DESCRIPTION - Operational Ramifications – Rotary Vector Thrust Nozzle
Today, many aquatic machines use water jet propulsion (and air) to generate forward thrust both for water
surface and underwater machines. Just as the rotary vector thrust nozzle can be used in the fluid of air,
likewise it can be used in the fluid of water. Directional control can be easily achieved utilizing a sealed
version of the rotary nozzle. There are also several options of control and energy transmission. A pump can
be added to the rotary nozzle so as to remove any water that leaks in between the seal of the rotating inner
shell and the fixed outer shell. Radio controlled features can be implemented along with the use of a power
source which allows the rotary nozzle to be self-energized. The maneuverability achieved in comparison to
the commonly used exposed propeller and fin as well as increased safety allows the rotary vector thrust
nozzle to be a novel device for water also.
2. DESCRIPTION - Additional Ramifications – Rotary Vector Thrust Nozzle
Additional forms to which this invention can operate is as a space thruster.
2. DESCRIPTION - Operational Ramifications – Rotary Vector Thrust Nozzle
As of today there is a race to start opening up space exploration for recreational purposes in addition to
research and commercial ventures. In space there is no gravity, yet there can be gravitational pull from
planetary bodies which can cause unwanted rotation as well as other spacecraft malfunctions. The rotary
vector thrust nozzle can add stability in these situations because of its ability to be small enough so that they
can be placed at multiple points around the ship. The rotary nozzle is able to be placed flush with the side of
the craft without needing angling space tolerance around its perimeter like movable or gimbal seated thrust
nozzles. Fixed space thrusters offer only limited stabilization capabilities. Because of the wide angle of
thrusting capabilities and the quick angling features of the rotary nozzle, stabilization can be initiated
immediately after the problem arises or maneuvering is needed.
OTHER EMBODIMENTS and RAMIFICATIONS – Rotary Vector Thrust Nozzle
The procedures, elements and assemblies described herein and any changes made in the steps or the
sequence of steps of the methods described herein can be made without departing from the spirit and
scope of the invention as defined in the following claims.
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BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION – Field of Invention- Variable Blade Pitch Fan
The present invention of the Variable Blade Pitch Fan overwhelmingly relates to the aerospace industry,
specifically vertical aircraft lifting and propulsion.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION - Prior Art – Variable Blade Pitch Fan
Today there are multiple uses for variable blade pitch fans from aerospace to automotive to wind machines
to marine uses. The benefits of utilizing variable blade pitch fans over fixed blade fans and propellers is that
the amount of thrust can be varied without directly manipulating engine speed. This allows engines to
operate a higher efficiencies leading to a reduction of energy consumption and shorter fan thrust
manipulation times due to the elimination or addition of rotor inertia. Another benefit that is useful in
aerospace is that the fan can be rotated at the same rotational speed of the engine without a load being
applied to the engine. This allows the engine to gain large amounts of inertia through its own rotor mass
and then use this inertial force to counteract the load. Such is allowed when the variable blades move from
0 degrees to a greater pitch or angle of attack. This feature is especially useful in VTOL flight where
relatively high rotational speeds as well as relatively high torques are due to the smaller fan area. Smaller
fan areas require more air volume moving past the blades per given unit of time to equal the air volume of a
proportional larger fan area. Helicopters are the most widely successful VTOLs that use variable blade pitch
propellers. Although helicopters are a well proven medium of flight, a great percentage of helicopter
accidents occur because of the rotor mechanism. The rotor of a helicopter involves numerous parts that
add to its complexity. In order to expand the use of VTOLs in everyday life, designers have taken to
designing them within the size of a car with the fans being much smaller and rotating at higher speeds than
that of a helicopter. These required parameters dictate that the compact variable blade pitch fan be
extremely durable utilizing as few parts as possible.
Variable blade pitch fans work optimally within a duct thereby being classified as a ducted fan. This duct
increases the performance of the fan by concentrating the incoming and exiting air and also acting as a noise
suppression device. The fans and duct are ideally protected within a nacelle. In variable blade pitch fans the
thrust is varied by changing the pitch of the fan blades. For forward flight, during takeoff, when high thrust
is required, the pitch of the blades is adjusted which creates high engine load. During cruising, when lower
speeds are required, the blade pitch is adjusted to provide optimum fuel efficiency. During landings, the
pitch is adjusted to produce a reverse thrust, which slows down the aircraft. Among the advantages offered
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by variable pitch fan blades, fuel efficiency of the turbofan engine is increased since blade pitch can be
varied to cater to ever-changing flight conditions such as air density. It is claimed by industry that fuel
consumption can be increased by as much as 12% by adjusting the pitch of the blades. Further, the reverse
thrust capability permits the elimination of a thrust reversal mechanism. This benefit is somewhat offset
due to the weight and complexity introduced by the control system that varies blade pitch.
Referencing prior art;
Several current variable blade pitch fans utilize springs to resist one of two of the opposing forces on fan
blades. The drawback of this design is that the force needed to pivot the fan blade must be able to resist the
spring so as to compress it to a needed height. Other designs utilize counter weights to resist any
imbalances. Also the spring and counterweights are a fixed design parameter in which their force resistance
is dependent upon environmental working conditions. More flexible forms of fans use either pneumatic or
hydraulic pressure to pivot and lock the blades into a desired pitch position.
U.S. patent number 6,644,922, 6,439,850, 6,113,351 and 5,122,034, are variable pitch fans having a piston
extending axially from a main shaft, about which main shaft a fan blade hub rotates. A pitch shifter is
mounted on a cylinder, which itself is mounted on the piston. The cylinder is secured against rotational
movement by cooperating out of round surfaces. Counterweights are mounted on each fan blade,
preferably hydraulically actuated, in a position which generates a torque opposite in direction to torque
generated by the fan blades. U.S. patent number 5,282,719 is a quad mode fan pitch actuation system for
gas turbine engines. Blade pitch is changed by an actuator that is responsive to the relative rotation of two
input members. Blade pitch is not changed when the members are rotated at the same speed. However,
blade pitch is changed in one direction when a braking torque is applied to one member, and blade pitch is
changed in an opposite direction when a braking torque is applied to the other member. U.S. patent
number 4,221,541 is a fan comprising a blade pitch control mechanism whereby compressed air in a first
conduit is delivered to one cylinder chamber and moves the piston in the operating direction against the
spring bias, and rods connecting rotatable fan blade supports to the piston and causing rotation of the
supports about their axes on movement of the piston to control the pitch of the blades. U.S. patent number
4,090,812 is an axial fan with automatically controlled variable pitch blades having blades ached to a
rotatable hub. The blades are attached for rotation about their axes to the hub, and are connected through
a crank and link to a drive shaft. The hub is attached to the drive shaft to permit relative axial movement,
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but to preclude relative rotational movement. Varying back pressure moves the blades and the hub in
variable blade rotation planes, causing changes in blade pitch. Springs and dash-pots, connecting the hub
and shaft, act axially to give non-linear restoring forces and damping to the blade pitch changes.

BACKGROUND - Objects & Advantages – Variable Blade Pitch Fan
This invention of a bi-directional variable blade pitch fan with non-relative moving duct has several
advantages over current applications involving variable blade pitch fans.
1. complexity: As compared to helicopter rotor heads and other developments utilizing variable blade pitch
fans, this invention utilizes far fewer parts so that the manufacturing, repair and replacement costs are
minimized.
2. durability: By utilizing fewer parts, thicker parts can be fitted within a smaller space reducing the
possibility of failure at high speeds and torques.
3. noise: One embodiment of this invention calls for the ends of the fans to connect to an outer cylindrical
rim. When fans rotate within ducts, it is important that the gap between the edge of the fan and the duct
be as small as possible in order to increase proper airflow and thrust. This gap is also a source of noise
because of the turbulence due to the gap and its relative movement between the duct and the rotating fan
edge. As a comparison, up to 60% of the noise from conventional helicopters is produced by the interaction
of the tip vortices of the main and tail rotor. Likewise the angled tip of one blade produces vortices
interactions with the horizontal vortices coming from the next forward blade's length (and also tip) which
are 70 to 90 degrees perpendicular to one another. In this invention the gap which creates this turbulence
is eliminated thus eliminating such higher blade tip noises. Also the lack of air turbulence at the tips reduces
heat buildup where it’s typically the hottest part of the blade. The cylindrical rim can have perforations in its
surface so that sound can move through the holes. The fixed nacelle can have sound absorbent materials
and/or resonance chambers to capture, decrease and release such sound. Although minimum the heat
generated by the sound entrapment can increase air temperature thus expanding it. The heated air is
redirected back to the blades with the result of mathematically increased lift.
4. higher force resistance: Centripetal and blade moment forces can be considerably high in VTOLs because
of the high rotational speeds. In helicopters the propellers maintain a parallel position relative to the ground
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because of high centrifugal effects of directed mass. In this invention the utilization of an outer cylindrical
rim creates a tension force distribution ring around the fan and also allows the blade to have a double
bearing moment connection instead of the weaker cantilever as with current fan blades and rotors.
5. versatility: This invention has the capability to operate in both air, sea surface and underwater
environments. In an air environment the thrust is downward in order to lift the craft and the same goes
true for surfacing in underwater vehicles. This invention allows a craft to convert from flight mode by
landing on water and then tilt its blade angles in the opposite direction to thrust water upwards thereby
submerging the vehicle. Underwater, this allows a vehicle to maneuver more readily at higher speeds than
if using conventional sub-marine methods of ballasts. The design of this invention allows it to be
successfully sealed off to harsh environments.
6. bearing wear: One of the most important features of any fan is the bearings. These bearings must be kept
properly lubricated at all times in order to reduce friction and heat thus leading to bearing breakdown. This
fan utilizes a simpler oiling system that takes advantage of the centripetal forces which create the
centrifugal oil mass effects thus keeping the sealing system simple with fewer parts while allowing proper
lubrication. In another embodiment of this invention the metal bearings that rotate at higher speeds are
replaced by magnetic bearings. This is very useful if not mandatory for VTOL flight where the rotational
speeds can range from 3,000 to as 14,000+ rpm in comparison to a helicopter carrying the same weight
which rotates at around 500 to 700 rpm.
In conclusion the embodiments of this invention over previous developments allows novel features that
enhance current performance of developments within this field.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION – Variable Blade Pitch Fan
The high torque variable blade pitch fan with duct and supported ends in its preferred embodiment is
presented herein. This invention can be adapted to any use in which its purpose can be served but herein is
presented for use in VTOL and flying car vehicles. In its preferred embodiment, this invention is comprised
of three enclosed separate sections in which the bottom and top sections are of fixed position and are
affixed to the duct being secured to the aircraft. This invention sits within the ducts of an air car's nacelles in
which a minimum of four fans rotating at the same exact speed are required for optimum stability. In order
for precise speeds to be matched, a common rotational source is needed requiring the fans to be shaft
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driven. For each fan, a shaft enters in from the duct's perimeter and its gear teeth merge with the fan’s
rotational gear teeth which is centrally located under the fan. These shafts are held in place by the engine
shaft support and gear bearings which allow rotation and prevent displacement. The top of the fan
rotational gear is rigidly connected to the fan rotational gear shell which facilitates rotation and pitching of
the fan blade. Each fan blade is held in place by fan blade support bearings which are rigidly connected to
the floor of the fan rotational gear shell. The fan blade pitch shaft which is held in place by the two fan
blade pitch shaft supports has a fixed pitching arm extending from its radial axis so as to provide pivoting.
This arm being hinged to an intermediate arm which is hinged to the outside of the pitch outer bearing in
which its interior cross section resembles the letter C on its back. The pitch inner bearing's cross section
resembles the letter T upside down and physically locks within (but able to rotate) the pitch outer bearing.
The two sections are separated by bearings. Whereas the entire middle section of the fan shell with the
fans and the pitch outer bearing is allowed to rotate, the pitch inner bearing remains stationary within the
fan shell. The pitch force shell involves displacing the vertically moving pitch gear by way of the geared fan
blade pitch motor. The merged gears being of the worm gear type so as to fix the pitch position without a
continuously applied force. As the vertically moving pitch gear is lowered (or raised), its connection to the
pitch compression plate which is connected to the top of the pitch inner bearing forces the pitch outer
bearing to lower thus pivoting the intermediate pitching arm which pivots the fixed pitching arm which
pivots the fan blade pitch shaft thus pivoting he fan blades.
(FIG. 10) In this embodiment of this invention the variable pitch fan can be elongated so that multiple levels
of fan blades can be incorporated. The only modification needed is that the intermediate pitching arm is
replaced by the multi blade row linkage arm which is vertical. Likewise this arm is hinge connected to the
fixed pitching arm and the side of the pitch outer bearing. The results of this multi-level configuration being
greater compression of air and thus greater air density exiting the duct resulting in greater thrust.
(FIG. 11) Another embodiment of this invention is the replacement of the physical ball bearings with
magnetic bearings. This replacement is most easily achieved through the incorporation of the power source
within the fan shell itself. Communication with the power source is accomplished via laser beams and
receivers located each on both the shell and the fixed fan rotational gear box. The emitter receiving data
and the laser sending data through holes in the bottom of the fan shell. This configuration allows for super
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high rotational speeds to be achieved without the fear of lubrication breakdown. Ball bearing are provided
as a backup means as with any magnetic bearing application.
(FIG. 11b). Another embodiment of this invention is the same magnetic bearing application as with FIG. 11
but instead of being powered by an internal power source it is powered by the rotation of the fan itself. This
configuration involves conductors and permanent magnetics moving relative to one another to produce
electrical current. The regulation of this electrical current is provided by the like means of lasers and
receivers. Such configuration requires three generators.
(FIG. 11) An extended non friction rotational method is through the use of a fully magnetic fan rotational
gear (13) and engine shaft gear (15).
(FIGs. 12a-c) The oiling mechanism is most important and in typical designs involves and number of
separate gaskets and interconnecting plates and pressure areas to keep the oil from leaking and to keep it
circulating. FIG. 8a shows the standard design of the pitch bearings. In general, the oil will remain within
the pitch outer bearing without flying out due to the centripetal forces which create the centrifugal effects
of the oil being pressured against its outer walls. Therefore oil can be pumped in and oil can be pumped
out. When oil is pulled out it can be automatically replaced or filtered by the oiler.
(FIG. 12b) This figure shows an alternate design in which the outer rim of the pitch outer bearing is made
taller and has a slanting groove going inward from its top, down to a point above normal bearing ending.
Likewise the inner rim of the pitch inner bearing has a slanting groove going inward from its top down to a
point above the oil line. This slanting effect takes advantage of the physics that the oil will not flow
backward no matter how fast the rotational speeds are. The oiling mechanism is used to monitor the
pressure within the bearings so as to keep the right amount of oil in the bearings so that the pressure of too
much oil doesn't make the level rise and spill out of the top of the bearing. This configuration allows the
minimization or elimination of oil bearings which at low speeds have minimum maintenance schedules, but
at the high speeds necessary for VTOL flight, friction such must be minimized or at best eliminated.
(FIG. 12c) This version involves the lubrication of the fan blade duct bearings. Oil is pumped into the top of
the duct support, pushed over the bearings behind the fan blade cylindrical duct and is sucked through the
lower seat of the duct support. Likewise the oil is kept from spilling through proper pressurization.
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(FIG. 13) For a ductless fan configuration the complexities and mechanical linkages found in current
helicopter rotors can be eliminated. This embodiment involves the duct separated from the fan blade ends.
DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES – Variable Blade Pitch Fan
FIG. 8a: Cross section of variable pitch fan
FIG. 8b: Cross section of internal radius of fan
FIG. 9a: Plan view of variable pitch fan
FIG. 9b: Downward thrust blade pitch bearing plate section
FIG. 9c: Zero thrust blade pitch bearing plate section
FIG. 9d: Upward thrust blade pitch bearing plate section
FIG. 10a: Alternate embodiment, cross section of multi row fan
FIG. 10b: Cross section of internal radius view of multi row fan
FIG. 11a: Alternate embodiment, internally powered magnetic bearing fan
FIG. 11b: Alternate embodiment , rotational shaft powered magnetic bearing fan
FIG. 11c: Alternate embodiment, magnetic engine and fan shaft gear
FIG. 12a: Cross section of pitch bearing lubrication
FIG. 12b: Alternate embodiment, cross section of pitch bearing lubrication
FIG. 12c: Cross section of fan blade support bearing lubrication
FIG. 13a: Alternate embodiment, cross section of ductless and support free fan
FIG. 13b: Moment arm multiplier from fan edge rotational power
FIG. 14a: Cross section variable fan in flying car
FIG. 14b: Plan view variable fan in flying car
DESCRIPTION OF FIGURE REFERENCE NUMERALS – Variable Blade Pitch Fan
1. variable blade pitch fan
2. duct support
3. power source
4. duct bearings
5. fan blade cylindrical duct
6. fan blade pitch shaft
7. fan blade
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8. support arm
9. fan blade support bearing
10. fan rotational gear box
11. lower rotational gear bearing
12. upper rotational gear bearing
13. fan rotational gear
14. engine shaft
15. engine shaft gear
16. engine shaft support
17. ball bearings
18. stationary duct oil shaft
19. pitch outer bearing arm
20. fan shell
21. fan blade pitch shaft support
22. fixed pitching arm
23. intermediate pitching arm
24. pitch outer bearing
25. pitch inner bearing
26. pitch compression plate
27. fan shell gasket
28. multi blade row linkage arm
29. oiler
29a. oiler inflow tube
29b. oiler outflow tube
29.c oiler shafts
29d. duct bearings
30. pitch force shell
31. upper gear guide chamber
32. lower gear guide chamber
33. vertical moving pitching gear
34. pitching shaft
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35. pitch shaft gear
36. pitch shaft supports
37. blade pitch motor
38. laser receiver
39. laser emitter
40a. fan duct stator magnetic bearing
40b. fan duct rotor magnetic bearing
41a. fan pitch stator magnetic bearing
41b. fan pitch rotor magnetic bearing
42a. upper rotational gear stator magnetic bearing
42b. upper rotational gear rotor magnetic bearing
43a. lower rotational gear stator magnetic bearing
43b. lower rotational gear rotor magnetic bearing
44a. rotational generator transfer bar
44b. transfer bar brushes
45. switching box
46a. stator generator of fan shell
46b. rotor generator of fan shell
47. magnetic motor of pitch force shell
48a. vertical engine
49b. vertical engine shaft
50. fan shell with laser disk holes
51a. laser disk shaft
51. laser communication disk
52. fan shell to pitch force shell bearing
DETAILED DESCRIPTION - Preferred Embodiment – Variable Blade Pitch Fan
In the preferred embodiment, the variable pitch fan (1) is positioned axially within a duct (2). The variable
pitch fan (1) being comprised of three sections. The bottom section being the fan rotational gear box (10).
The fan rotational gear box (10) is rigidly connected to the interior duct (2) wall by way of support arms (8).
Within the fan rotational gear box (10) is a vertically mounted fan rotational gear (13). The fan rotational
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gear (13) sits within the lower rotational gear bearing (11) which is fixed to the interior floor of the fan
rotational gear box (10). The upper rotational gear bearing (12) surrounds the top of the fan rotational gear
(13) and is fixed to the top surface of the fan rotational gear box (10). The teeth of engine shaft gear (15)
butt against the teeth of the fan rotational gear (13). The engine shaft gear (15) resides on the engine shaft
(14) which exits at a right angle to the wall of the duct (2), to the engine. The engine shaft (14) being held in
place within the fan rotational gear box (10) by engine shaft supports (16).
The second section is the fan shell (20). The fan shell (20) sits atop the fan rotational gear box (10) and is
rigidly connected to the top of the fan rotational gear (13). Within the fan shell (20) resides two rows of fan
blade pitch shaft supports (21) having a plurality positioned radially around the fan shell (20). Each pair of
fan blade pitch shaft supports (21) support a fan blade pitch shaft (6). On the exterior of the fan shell (20)
the fan blade pitch shaft (6) is connected to a fan blade (7). The exterior end of the fan blade (7) has
another fan blade pitch shaft (6). This shaft sits within the fan blade support bearing (9) which is integrated
with the fan blade cylindrical duct (5). The fan blade cylindrical duct (5) is a duct like support that unifies all
of the fan blades (7) together via their exterior fan blade pitch shafts (6). The fan blade cylindrical duct (5) is
surrounded by duct bearings (4) on its top, exterior side and bottom and fit within the duct support. On the
inside of the fan shell (20) on the fan blade pitch shaft (6) is a fixed pitching arm (22). The fixed pitching arm
(22) is angled according to the same angle of the fan blade (7). The fan blade (7) in general won't exceed 30
degrees up and 30 degrees down because of less thrust efficiency due to a stalling effect and air separation.
At 0 degrees no thrust is generated. The fixed pitching arm (22) has a hinge on its opposite end which is
connected to an intermediate pitching arm (23). The opposite end of the intermediate pitching arm (23) has
a hinge and is connected to pitch outer bearing arm (19) which is part of the pitch outer bearing (24). The
pitch outer bearing (24) has a circular trough shaped design resembling the block letter "C" laying on its
back. All of the intermediate pitching arms (23) are connected to the pitch outer bearing arms (19) of the
pitch outer bearing (24). Incorporated within the pitch outer bearing (24) is the pitch inner bearing (25).
The pitch inner bearing (25) has an upside down letter "T" design. These sections are separated by ball
bearings (17). The pitch compression plate (26) is a circular plate extending to the outer radius of the
vertical leg of the pitch inner bearing (25) and is fixed to it.
The third section is the pitch force shell (30). This section sits atop the fan shell (20) and is separated from
it. The pitch force shell (30) is non rotational and is secured in place by support arms (8) connected to the
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duct support (2) walls. Within the pitch force shell (30) on the same vertical axis of the fan shell (20) sits the
vertical moving pitching gear (33). The base of the vertical moving pitching gear (33) exits through a hole in
the bottom of the pitch force shell (30) and enters through a hole in the top of the fan shell (20) and is fixed
to the top of the pitch compression plate (26). The hole containing the fan shell gasket (27). The vertical
moving pitching gear (33) is held in place within the pitch force shell (30) by an upper gear guide chamber
(31) and a lower gear guide chamber (32). The guide chambers having a screw like interior design being able
to merge with the gear design of the vertical moving pitching gear (33). The guide chambers are located and
fixed to the ceiling of the pitch force shell (30) and to its floor. The pitch shaft gears (35) of the pitching
shaft (34) butt against the vertical moving pitching gear (33). The gears functionally being worm gear types.
The pitching shaft (34) is held in place by pitch two shaft supports (36) which are connected to the interior
floor of the pitch force shell (30). The pitching shaft (34) extents and exits through the wall of the duct
support (2) to the blade pitch motor (37).
(FIGs. 10) In this embodiment multiple sets of fan blades (7) are stacked vertically with each fan blade’s (7)
fan blade pitch shaft (6) entering into an elongated fan shell (20). Each of the fixed pitching arms (22) at the
interior end of the blade pitch shaft (6) in each column is connected to the multi blade row linkage arm (28).
The top of the multi blade row linkage arm (28) has a hinge and connected to pitch outer bearing arm (19).
(FIG. 11a) In this embodiment magnetic bearings replace ball bearings. The variable pitch fan (1) is
internally powered by a power source (3). The power source (3) powers the fan duct rotor magnetic bearing
(40b) which is attached to the fan blade cylindrical duct (5). Its stator bearing is the fan duct stator magnetic
bearing (40a) which is attached to the duct support (2) and powered externally. Power is also provided to
the fan pitch rotor magnetic bearing (41b). Its stator bearing is the fan pitch stator magnetic bearing (41a)
which is externally powered. Upper rotational gear rotor magnetic bearing (42b) and lower rotational gear
rotor magnetic bearing (43b) also powered internally. Its stator bearings are upper rotational stator
magnetic bearing (42a) and lower rotational stator magnetic bearing (43a) which are externally powered.
(FIG. 11b) In this embodiment the magnetic bearing features of FIG. 11a are in incorporated yet power is
supplied to the bearings by the rotation of the variable pitch fan (1) itself. The magnetic motor of pitch
force shell (47) is powered by the magnetic motor of pitch force shell (47). The stator generator of the fan
shell (46a) powers the fan duct stator magnetic bearing (40a), the fan pitch stator magnetic bearing (41a),
the upper rotational gear stator magnetic bearing (42a) and the lower rotational gear stator magnetic
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bearing (43a). The rotor generator of the fan shell (46b) powers the fan duct rotor magnetic bearing (40b),
the fan pitch stator magnetic bearing (41b), the upper rotational gear rotor magnetic bearing (42b) and the
lower rotational gear rotor magnetic bearing (43b). Power is transferred via the rotational generator
transfer bar (44a) via the transfer bar brushes (44b) to both stator and rotor elements.
(FIGs. 8a-c) The oiling mechanism is comprised of a regulated oiler (29) which has an oiler inflow tube (29a)
running out of it and into the fixed pitch inner bearing (25). Within the pitch inner bearing (25) are oiler
shafts (29c) which deliver oil to the ball bearings (17). The oiler outflow tube (29b) regulates oil pressure
between pitch outer bearing (24) and pitch inner bearing (25). Oiler outflow tube runs back into oiler (29).
FIG. 13a. In this embodiment the duct support (2) is eliminated. Power to the blade pitch motor (37) is
supplied by a power source (3) with both located within the pitch force shaft (30). A vertical engine shaft
(48b) is rotated by a vertical engine (48a). The top of the vertical engine shaft (48b) is connected to the fan
shell with laser disk holes (50). Hanging down from the pitch compression plate (26) along the fan's
rotational axis is the laser disk shaft (51a) with the laser communication disk (51b) connected to it. Thus the
radial length of the holes of the fan shell with laser disk holes (50) and the holes of the laser communication
disk (51b) align at points when the vertical engine shaft (48b) is rotated.
Communication with the variable pitch fans (1) of FIG.s 7a,7b and 9 are by the laser receiver (38) laser
emitter (39) each being located both on the shell of the vertical engine (48a) and on the laser
communication disk (51b) via the computerized switching box (45). The laser is propagated through the
holes on the underside of the fan shell with laser disk holes (50).

FIG. 13b. Fan thrust torque can be increased by designing the variable blade pitch fan to be rotated from its
edge instead of its central shaft. The downside of this increased thrust is that the engine must rotate at an
increased multiple of rpm as compared to the rotational shaft extending to the center of the fan. This
design is ideal for relatively small moment arm engines with large fan diameters.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION of OPERATION – Preferred Embodiment – Variable Blade Pitch Fan
FIGs. 14a-b. The following operation is that of the presented invention used to lift a VTOL or air car and
powered by a central engine. There are four variable pitch fans on the aircraft, two on each side near the
corners. There are also two forward thrust fans at its rear.
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The pilot sits in the air car ready for takeoff and starts the engine. Computer calculations are made
regarding the desired flight altitude taking into consideration the air pressure, temperature, weight of
vehicle, loading of the vehicle, ascension speed, aggregate fan area and fan blade angle. The fan blades (7)
are set to 0 degrees to produce zero thrust. The engine rotates according to the calculated results to reach
the required RPM (revolutions per minute) and torque. Once reached, the pilot instructs the blade pitch
motor (37) to pivot the pitching shaft (34) to an angle. This pivoting causes the vertical moving pitching gear
(33) to move upward (if the fan rotates clockwise) thereby lifting the pitch compression plate (26) and
likewise the pitch inner bearing (25) which lifts the pitch outer bearing (24) which lifts the intermediate
pitching arm (23), which lifts the pitching arm (22), which turns the fan blade pitch shaft (6), which pitches
the fan blade (7). Once the required pitch of the fan blades (7) are reached, the thrust produces lift. At the
point of lift, a gyroscope feeds information to the computer which instructs each blade pitch motor (37) to
adjust the fan blades (7) until the aircraft is level on the x and y axes.
Forward flight is accomplished by variable blade pitch fans (1) which are connected to the shaft of the same
lift engine. In flight as speed increases, lift on the body of the aircraft and its wings (if extended) reduces the
upward air pressure on the fan blades (7) thereby increasing the RPM of the engine. This increased RPM
allows the forward flight variable blade pitch fans (1) to rotate at the same increased RPM thereby allowing
a greater potential forward speed. Likewise the greater the forward flight and the more lift generated by
the body and wings, the smaller the fan blade (7) pitch can be, resulting in more available rotational power.
When the pilot wishes to make turns, computers adjust each variable blade pitch fan (1) to create a banking
position. The turning is also assisted by Rotary Vector Thrust Nozzles which sit around the perimeter of the
aircraft. When the aircraft returns back to level flight, each fan blades' (7) pitch is returned to its original
position. When landing, the fan blade's (7) pitch is reduced until touchdown is accomplished. Because the
engine can be kept running at the required lift off RPM, liftoff can be immediate.
CONCLUSION, RAMIFICATIONS and SCOPE – Variable Blade Pitch Fan
In conclusion this invention of a high torque variable blade pitch fan with duct and supported ends has novel
features to it which differentiates it from prior art. The innovative pivoting mechanism and the dual bearing
support of the fan blades allows this device to withstand high rotational speeds and high thrusts. In addition
the use of the non-relative moving duct reduces air turbulence within the duct with the product being a
smoother thrust and less environmental noise. The utilization of fewer and thicker parts adds durability and
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strength to this device whether it is intended for large or small applications. Such a device is a necessity for
air cars and jet air packs in which safety is paramount.
ADDITIONAL EMBODIMENTS AND RAMIFICATIONS – Variable Blade Pitch Fan
In addition to the Preferred Embodiment there are other embodiments and ramifications to which this
invention can be applied with no limitation to the following.
1. DESCRIPTION - Additional Ramifications – Variable Blade Pitch Fan
An additional application to which this invention can be applied is the marine industry.
1. DESCRIPTION - Operational Ramifications – Variable Blade Pitch Fan
This invention can be used for propulsion through water, craft diving and surfacing. This device is able to be
sealed so that the corrosion effects of water are eliminated. This device is able to control the speed of a
craft by adjusting its blades. If the craft is submersible then diving is accomplished by pivoting the fan
blades in a position to create upward thrust and surfacing by doing the opposite. This eliminates the need to
add and reduce buoyancy to a craft by adding and removing water to make it heavier (less buoyant) and
lighter (more buoyant), allowing it to dive and surface at a greater rate. This device can also be used in
conjunction with current buoyancy techniques to add flexibility.
2. DESCRIPTION - Additional Ramifications – Variable Blade Pitch Fan
An additional application to which this invention can be applied is to any industry which requires variable air
and fluid flow.

ADDITIONAL EMBODIMENTS and RAMIFICATIONS – Variable Blade Pitch Fan
In addition to the Preferred Embodiment there are other embodiments and ramifications to which this
invention can be applied with no limitation to the following. These devices and the methods incorporated
herein can be utilized in any electricity or rotational power demand scenario.

OTHER EMBODIMENTS and RAMIFICATIONS – Variable Blade Pitch Fan
The procedures, elements and assemblies described herein and any changes made in the steps or the
sequence of steps of the methods described herein can be made without departing from the spirit and
scope of the invention as defined in the future claims.
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